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PPPs in Germany-1

Before the each projects venture, the public side is obliged to examine the economics of
each Project.This involves especially cost effectiveness analysis .
This examination is made that the conventional (conventional) comparison with a realization
within the scope of the PPP it will be an alternative form of realization.
There is no standardized contract samples for PPP projects in Germany. Such standardization
will reduce costs in the procurement process for both public and private sectors.
PPP Process are performed in accordance with European Union norms.

PPP Models are various
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PPPs in Germany -2 ( Kiel Hospital )

PPP model is organised to renew/restorate and make additions to the university clinic.

A team has been created about the business before the tender stage.

Firstly, the team revealed the map diseases in the future 20-30 years.

After extensive disease mapping studies, the tender offer taken to cover it.

A project from the contractor was asked to solve these needs.

For example, operating rooms has been formed in this regard , a few units to be able to intervene at the same time in
the operating . In particular, to intervene the disease associated with each other and to supply the technical
equipment when given once narcosis to be able to make other operations at the same time.
It has been tendered in accordance with EU procurement legislation.
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PPPs in Germany -3 ( Kiel Hospital)

The project was in its final form with the views of the contractor and the staff who will
work in the future. Thousands of staff has given an opinion on this subject and has been
taken into the project.
PPP model covers only the management , maintanence and repair of the building. Other
services are excluded from the scope of the contract. The contract is made for a 30 year
operating period.
75% of the finance of the project have been given as loans by the state.
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PPPs in Germany -4 ( Kiel Hospital)

The company , experienced the Project design phase second
bidder but unseccesfull tenderers, received as a consultant.In
this way , it will be much better to survey the Project .
Other services provided by the sub-contractors and tehir
purchasing procedures are implemented for the medical
devices
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Thank you for listening
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